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elects Five Student Leaders
Honorary
Members
AreTaken
The Clemson Chapter of Blue
Key, national honorary leadership
and service fraternity, today tapped five student members and
three honorary faculty members
in recognition of leadership in
various fields and of service to
Clemson.
The five student members are:
Walter D. "Chip" Clark, Wilbur
B. Greyard, James M. Perry, Alexander C. Sutherland, and R.
Hampton Wig-gins. The honorary
faculty members are Dr. Sidney
J. L. Crouch, Presbyterian minister and professor of Religion, Dr.
Dawson C. Sheldon, head of the
Department of Mathematics, and
Mr. Gustave E. Metz, Registrar.
Clark, a TE senior from Lexington, N. C, is captain of the
football team,. vice-president of
Phi Psi, treasurer of Block "C,"
a member of Tiger Brotherhood,
Gamma Kappa Alpha, and Sigma
Epsilon. and a wearer of letters
for' football, basketball, and golf.
Greyard, a TE senior from
Greenville, is president of the
Veterans Organization, vice-president of Tiger Brotherhood, senior
marshall of Phi Psi, captain of
the tenn's team, and a member of
the Pershing Rigles.
Perry, A TE senior from Charlotte, N. C, is co-editor of THE
TIGER, literary editor of Taps,
vice-president of the Presbyterian
Students Association, and a member of (Tiger Brotherhood, and
Gamma Kappa Alpha.
Sutherland, a Textile Chemistry
senior from Columbia, is president
of Tiger Brotherhood, vice-master
alchemist of Alpha Chi Sigma,
and a member of Alpha Phi Omega, the Newman Club, and Sigma
Epsilon.
Wiggins, a CE senior from
Littfe Rock, is editor of Taps, and
a memb°r of Tiger Brotherhood,
and ASCE.
The five "worms" will go
through an informal initiation of
one week's duration which will
end with a banquet and formal initiation.
_____

Is Expected To Be
Best Dance Since '43
The opening set of dances for the 1946-47 season will be
presented the week-end of October 4 and 5 in the College Field
House by the Clemson Central Dance Association with the
music being furnished by Sam'Donahue and his band.

Commissary
May Be Put
Downtown
R. H. WIGGINS

A. C. SUTHERLAND

J. M. PERRY

W. B. GREYARD

W. D. CLARK

Gladys Swarthout Opens Concert Series
With Performance On October Tenth
Students To Be
First Graduate School Admitted
Free
Opens In Ag. Economics

Mr. G. E. Metz, chairman of
the Concert Seriei_ Committee,
The Clemson College Depart-'dent will be aovance studies in has announced the presentation
ment of Agricultural Economics Farm Management, Advanced Sta- of Miss Gladys Swarthout, leadis one of the first departments to tistics, Market Fruits and Vege- ing mezo-soprano of the Metrocome through with an outline of tables, Rural Sociology, and Ec- politan, Chicago, and San Francisco opears, in the College Field
the Graduate School which will onomic Theory and Principles.
House on October 10th. The apThe
Graduate
work
will
be
closbe inaugurated at the beginning . ely connected with the work of pearance of Miss Swarthout will
of the FaU Term. This Graduate the Experiment Stations,, thus be the first of a series of five
School will qualify a student for helping the student to apply his outstanding musical celebrities to
a Master of Science degree in Ag- theiry to actual work. A thesis be presented by the concert comwill be written about this work mittee at Clemson this fall.
ricultural' Economics.
and if it is good enough the ExMiss Swarthout, voted the "best
The Graduate course will take periment Station will publish the female classical vocalist on the
a minimum of nine months to students findings.
air" and star of five highly succomplete, but a term of twelve
The purpose of this Graduate cessful motion pictures, hails
months is advised so that the stu- School is to raise the standards of from Deepwater, Missouri. She is
from a small family, yet one
dent will have ample time to con- South Carolinas Agricultural Stu- which boasts considerable musical
duct his research and prepare his dents, wh ohave for so long been talent. Her sister Roma, a oneat a disadvantage in comparison time concert soprano, is now a
thesis.
Among the subjects which will with Graduate students of other teacher of singing in New York.
One cousin is a concert pianist,
be offered to the Graduate Stu-schools.
while two others hold the positions of Deans of Music in the
University of Kansas and the Uni- |
ATTENTION, FORMER
versity of California.
TIGER STAFF MEMBERS
Her musical career began ir a
AH active members of the
Kansas City church choir wh re
Tiger staff are urged to atshe sang solos on Sundays. She
tend a meeting in the Tiger
was completely content with job
room Monday night at 7 to
and consequently only laughed
elect an editor and two associYou young men are fortunate and efforts will be extended to- at the people who encouraged her
GLADYS SWARTHOUT
ates, who will then appoint the in having the opportunity to be- ward satisfactory achievement. to try for higher reaches on the
rest of the staff for the 1946gin your education at Clemson. We need every chair in the class- professional music bracket.
47 school year.
Unknown to Miss Swarthout, a
More
twice the number that room for worthy students and
Every veteran who worked could than
be accommodated wished this will be true for many years. group of people arranged an auon the staff before entering to study at Clemson but had to Those of you who do not pass dition for her with the Chicago
the service and who intends make other arrangements. Some your work and must take it over Opera Company. Miss Swarthout
to help this year is regarded are studying in other institutions will keep others from having a took this audition and to her suras an active member of the
until accommodations become a- place in college. Set a diploma as prise was offered a contract. She
staff and is urged to attend vailable
here. These men will be your goal and add the credits es- enacted roles with the Chicago
this meeting.
appreciative
of the opportunities sential to graduation as rapidly Company, and soon she was offerThe newly elected editor
Clemson College has been authed a contract with Metropolitan.
offered
when
the time comes for as time permits.
should be a qualified senior; them to transfer
During the next few months She made her debut with this orized by the Army to install a
to Clemson.
the associate editors shqjild be
Quartermaster Unit of the ROTC
On the basis of the record made facilities at Clemson will be company while playing the- role during te summer and to begin
qualified juniors or seniors or
The Central Dance Association
crowded. We have accepted the of the aged, blind La Cieca in
by
the
one
thousand
veterans
a combination of the two.
training in te fall semester. An elected permanent officers for the
maximum
number
of
students
"La
Gioconda".
Since the war began, the who studied at Clemson during that can be educated under the
The same season, she was star- officer has been nominated by coming year on Thursday, Sepburden of getting out the Tig- the past year it may be assumed good standards of the college and red as Niejata in the American the War Department and accept- tember 18.
er has fallen on a faithful few. that the quality of scholarship will have been careful not to accept premiers at the Metropolitan of ed by the college and is expected
The Association has been operThe present staff, though in be excellent. It has been pleasing more students than could be edu- Rimsky
ating during the past summer
Korsakaoff's
Sadko"; shortly.
to
the
faculty
that
former
stuneed of help, agreed to put
cated properly. It will be a time and, during her later MetropoliClemson has also been offered with temporary officers under the
out this issue before elections dents have returned to college calling for patience and a spirit tan career, she figured important- and has accepted Air Corps Unit leadership of John Brady, acting,
were held. It is hoped that all with a splendid attitude and the of cooperation on the part of both ly in numerous other premieres, of the ROTC. These two new un- president.
who have had experience will will to make progress: I hope faculty and students.
singing Cathos for the first per- its will be in addition to the oldThe permanent officers: John
meet and elect the best quali- those veterans who are college
During the summer forty sen- formance of "Le Preziose Ridi- er units, Infantry and Signal and L. Brady, of Spartanburg, presified man available and then students for the first time will iors completed the requirements cole", Mrs. Deane in "Peter Ib- it is contemplated that about 35 dent; T. H. Ryan, of Trenton,
cooperate with him during this maintain a purposeful, coopera- for graduation. Most of these men betson", and Plentiful Tewke in officers and enlisted men of the Vice-President; F. B. Saunders, of
school year.
—Continued on Page Four Army will be on the Military staff. Aulander, N. C, Treasurer; J. W.
—Continued on Fage Four
Any who have not had pre- tive attitude and that their time
Hawkins, of Greenwood, Placing;
vious experience but would
T. A. Covington, of Norway, Floor
Hike to become members of
Committee; Charles Cheatham, of
the staff should see Professor
Greenville, Decorator; and Bob
John Lane, Faculty Advisor,
Potter, »f Spartanburg, Publicity.
as soon as convenient. Only
Also elected at the same time
those who are actually workwere new members of the Junior
ing on the TAPS and TIGER
Staff of the CDA. These new
staffs are eligible for "English
at work," the journalism class
members are Phil Corker, S. J.
which meets at 5 on Mondays.
Klettner, J. R. Shepard, Jack
Company
C;
Swygert,
L.
S.,
1st
JOHN D. LANE
Also Captain H. L._ Carlisle, Co.
The appointment of John M. A. Kennerly, Captain, Regimental
Ervin, Jr., pre-medicine senior Mess Officer; C. E. Lowder, Cap- E. Commander; H. U. Earle, Co. Lt., Company Executive Officer, Ziegler, Carl E. Lowder, and Jim
from Darlington, as Cadet Colon- tain, Supply Officer; H. R. Ken- G Commander; A. B. Kitchen, Co. Company D; Banks, J. J. 1st Lt., Sultis.
el of the Clemson ROTC student nedy, Captain, Physical Training D Commander; G. F. Lewis, Co. Company Executive Officer,
F. Commander; W. B. Nunn, Band Company E; Jeffords, F. Y., 1st.
body has been announced by Col- Officer.
PRINTING DIFFICULTIES
Also B. E. Lytle, Lt. Colonel, Company Commander; E. H. "Pitt- Lt., Company Executive Officer,
onel A. J. Tahckston, CommandCommander of 1st Battalion; H. man, Co. A. Commander; J. E. Company G; Melton, T. C, 1st Lt.,
ant.
The TIGER regrets that conThe following are those who B. Kay, Lt. Colonel, Commander Reese,: Co. B Commander, N. C. Company Executive Officer,
Company H; Evans, J. W. 1st. Lt. siderable news and advertishave been tendered probation ap- of 2nd Battalion; J. B. Lowman, Wessinger, Co. H Commander.
Also Lancaster, H. L., 1st" Lt., Company Executive Officer, ing for this issue had to be
pointments as Cadet Officers for Major, Executive Officer of 1st
omitted due to printing diffiBattalion; R. K. McKinnon, Major Company Executive Officer, Band Company.
Governor-nominee J. Strom a period of 30 days:
Also Godwin, W. Y., Master culties jand the new^ print|
J. M. Ervin, Jr., Colonel, Reg- Executive Officer of 2nd Batta- Comany A'; Patrick, W. M., 1st
Thurmond of South Carolina and
Sergeant, Regimental Sergeant shortage. It is hoped that in
Major General Floyd L. Parks, imental Commander; T. A. Cov- lion; J. R. Shepard, Captain, AdU. S. Army Public Relations ington, Lt. Colonel, Regimental jutant of 1st Battalion; G. Z. Si- Lt., Company Executive Officer, Major; Addison, J. K., Master the near future this situation
head, are among the prominent Executive Officer; O. L. Wallace, okos, Captain, Adjutant of 2nd Company B; Peschl, F. C, 1st Lt, Sergeant, 1st Battalion Sergeant can be corrected.
Captain, Regimental Adjutant; D. Battalion.
—Continued on Page Four
Company Executive O f f i c e r ,
—Continued on Back Page

Dr. Poole Welcomes
Old and New Students

NEW ROTC
UNITS GO
TO COLLEGE

Military Appointments Announced By
Commandant; Ervin Gets Top Position

Thurmond, Parks
To Be Speakers
At Vespers Here

* * •

CDA Elects
New Heads
For 1946-7

H. M. Reed, chairman of the
commissary committee of the Veterans Organization has announced
that Mr. James A. Stevenson of
Washington and Clemson has offered to build the veterans commissary on his property in the
downtown business district.
The building would be erected
on the. site of the present shoe
shop, and would be a double unit,
half of which would be rented to
the Veterans Organization for the
commissary and the other half
would be used as a shoe shop.
A contractor has been secured
to erect the building, but as yet
it is not known whether or not
priorities can be obtained for
the necessary materials. This information will be available in
the near future.
Plans had been made for the
erection of the commissary on the
college campus, but permission
was denied by the Board of Trustees on the grounds that the operation of such a business on
the college campus might bring
undue criticism and consequent
harm to the college.
Other projects have been undertaken by the Veterans Organization lately. A plan asking for the
designation and surfacing of suitable parking areas to accommodate the number of automobiles
on the campus has been submit.ted to the authorities. Toilet facilities have been asked for a
trailer camp if such is needed for
the settleemnt of the veterans.
According to the constitution
of the organization, nominations
for the officers for the OctoberFebruary semester will be held
sometime this week. The election
will be held next week.

Marriage Clinic
To Be Held By
Methodist Vets
Of vital interest to all married
veterans of Clemson is the "Marriage Clinic" that will begin Tuesday night, October 8, 1946. The
Clinic is being sponsored by the
Veterans' Class of the Clemson
Methodist Church. The object is to
bring together husbands and
wives on a specific night each
week to participate in open forum
discussions, and to hear a series
of lectures given by various members of the Clemson faculty.
The "Marriage Clinic" is for the
married couples of all denominations. The Tuesday night meetings
will be held in the basement auditorium of the Clemson Methodist Church. The lectures will be
from 7 to 8 o'clock and the forum
from '3 to 9 o'clock. There will be
a break to allow those who wish
to leave to do so before the forum
discussion begins.
It was felt that by setting a
definite night throughout the
first and second semesters of the
1946-1947 session married couples
who have children could make arrangements to have sitters' in for
that evening so that husband and
wife together could participate in
the clinic.
The first of the lecture series
will be conducted by Professor E.
E. Waite, Professor of Sociology
and Psychology, who received his
B. S. degree at Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont, his M.
A. degree at Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina, and his
graduate work at Harvard University.
The topics of his lectures and
the dates they will be given are
listed in order that you may plan
now to attend.
October 8, 1946—"Why People
Get Married; October 15, 1946—
"Husband and Wife Relationship;"
October 22, 1946—Husband and
Wife Relationship;" October 29,
1946—Parent - Child Inter-reaction;" November 5, 1946—"General Problems-Domestic Relationships."

The Indian Summer Ball, the
first big dance since 1943, will
consist of a Friday night semiformal from 9:00 to 1:00 and a
Saturday night informal from
8:00 to 12:00. The admission will
be three dollars per couple each
night.
Sam Donahue's band is now on
the way up after its dissolution
during the war years. The members of the band are practically
the same boys who were with
Donahue before the Navy interruption. Included in the orchestra
are six saxophones, eight brasses,
and three rythms, and also two
vocalists, Mynell Allen and Bill
Lockwood.
Sam got an early start in music
and by the time he had graduated from high school he had mastered the clarinet, alto sax, tenor
sax, and trumpet. After playing
in some of Detroit's night-spots
he was with Gene Krupa, Benny
Goodman, and Harry James as a
saxophonist. From there he went
on to organize and lead a band
of his own.
While in the navy; he was coorganizer with Artie Shaw in
starting an all-Navy band. Besides being co-organizer and arranger, Sam was also saxophonist
and assistant leader of the outfit.
This service orchestra appeared
in many of the bases throughout
the Pacific.
Donahue's band has had many
bookings in the east both before
and after the war and included
are such well-known places as the
Glen Island Casino and the Casa
Manana. At present Capitol is recording for Donahue and has recently released "Dinah" and "Take
Five."
The dates for the dance will be
placed as far as possible in campus homes and with the families
of veterans in the prefabs. If
these houses will not accommodate all the dates, Band Company
will be temporarily moved out of
their half of Sixth Barrack to provide extra space.
The Block "C" Club will operate
the coat-check room and the College Athletic Association will also
have a drink stand at the dance.
. In a statement by one of the
CDA officers, it was stressed that
"More dances with other topnotch orchestras depends upon the
support given this present dance
by the student body. If this dance
succeeds, others like it will be
presented."

Senior Class
To Elect Pres.
All members of the Senior
Class are urged to attend
a meeting in the college
chapel on the night of October 3 at 7:00 for the purpose of electing class officers for the coming year.

By 'Their
TV o r d s
"Now I want you "Rats" to
watch my pipe and glasses."
—Dr. Rupert Taylor* * *
"I have felt better, but it cost
a lot more."
—Holtzy
¥ 9 =£

"A mule has four legs. A cow
has four legs. But a mule is not
a cow."
—Dean Earle
* * *
"Nature takes care of her chillren."
—"Pop" Sherman
* * *
"Now you can do this as fast
as a horse can trot."
—Major Martin
"Facts, plus names, minus opinion, equals news."
—Prof. J. "Dewey" Lane
* * *
"Well boys, tell you what I'm
going to do; I'm going to show
you a little trick."
—"Diamond Jim" Milner
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"30"... THE END
It is with a reluctance equal to or perhaps greater than the
enthusiasm with which we took over the reins of THE TIGER
that we give them up on Monday night. At that time one of the
most memorable periods of our lives becomes a page in the book
of the past.
The staff has done its best to represent the causes of the
student body which it serves. We have succeeded 'in some of
our objectives; in some we have failed, but in all we have
tried hard. A new and just class cut system has been adopted,
tablecloths and clean silverware have appeared in the mess hall,
most 'of the' organizations and activities have gotten underway
again.
We have worked hard and now we are worn out. New ideas
and a new approach to the problems that lie ahead are needed.
In this respect it is with few regrets that we hand over the
keys to THE TIGER office to those who will be elected. Under
them we hope that THE TIGER and CLEMSON will make new
gains toward the top. We wish for them more cooperation from
the student body than we received to make their job easier
and more enjoyable.
And now 30.

I AM A VETERAN
The biggest stumblin block in the path of any sort of positive action at Clemson is the absolute negativism of the majority of the veteran student body. This attitude was summed
up very well the other day in a statement made by a veteran
when he was asked to have his Taps picture made. He said,
"Why should I do that'/ I am a veteran." Well, so what? Does
this man and all the other veterans like him expect to go
through the rest of their lives shirking all responsibilities and
refusing to do anything worthwhile simply because they are
veterans ?
The veteran who served in combat deserves all of the
respect that can be afforded. Respect is the word, not pity and
the tendency to treat him like a spoiled child, handing him
everything on a silver platter.
It would be well if the terms "veteran" and ''cadet" were
done away with as much as possible and if everyone at Clemson
were called a "student." After all that is what each one of us
is whether we be a scared, shaved-head rat or a bemedaled war
hero. We are at college supposedly to get the most out of it that
we possibly can. Many of the veterans at this institution certainly are failing to do so regardless of the high grades they
ftiay pile up. There is so much more to Clemson than classes
if one only looks. But a person who tries to see with 'his eyes
closed tightly, of course can't possibly see anything.

A DEAN OF MEN
Clemson stands in great need of a dean of men at the present time. A man to whom the students could go with their
problems. A man who could look after THE TIGER, Taps,
CDA, the activities, and the organizations. A man who could
coordinate these groups to the best advantage of each and to
the best advantage of Clemson. A man who could act as a gobetween'for the student body and the administration. At present the set-up is not satisfactory.
The commandant Avho is supposed to act in the capacity of
the dean of men has too many other responsibilities. Besides,
because he is a regular army man many of the veterans do not
feel right in consulting him.
Dr. Poole has a terrific job to handle in these times as
president of the college and much of his valuable time is spent
talking to students and trying to iron out their problems.
Mr. Hill in his "role as assistant business manager has an
almost humanly impossible job to do in that respect alone without the student activties job piled on.
This is definitely not a criticism directed toward those men
who are mentioned* above. They are doing the best possible jobs
under the conditions that exist. It is only meant to present the
facts of the case, and ask something be done to ease the burden
on both the administration and the student body and to make
Clemson a smoother running organization.

CHIP CLARK
TRIPLE THREAT
One of the best all 'round men on the Clemson campus,
Chip Clark is a leader in almost every field. A letter winner
in football, and track, an active worker in the student service
organizations, and an honor student, he has a record that is
hard to beat. For a full account of his accomplishments see
the Blue Key story.

Roughly
Speaking
JOE RALEY

It is very evident that the prevailing attitude of the student
body as a whole today is "Why try to put Clemson back on its feet
when the veterans; who, incidentally comprise approximately sixtyfive per cent of the present enrollment; seem reluctant to ' display
any superfluity of energy toward making manifest the least of the
numerous progressive endeavors now under way on the campus ",.
Or, putting it plainly, "Why should I, when the veterans won't?".
There is sound reason for this attitude. Namely, the lack of cooperation between the several factions which make up the present day
Clemson Colloge.
Being a veteran myself, I can to a certain extent, appreciate
the inward feelings of those who have recently been released from
the various components of the Armed Forces. It is a well known
fact that after several years of unusually arduous work, in which
there is extreme responsibility and undue mental taxation for men
of such a tender age, there is prevelent a reaction which amounts to,
"Please, everybody, leave me the hell alone. I want to come and
go as I please, and. be absolutely free of all responsibility!". Well,
don't quote me on this, but it is rumored that the cold, cruel civilian
world is just reeking with responsibility nowadays. So, let's get
wise and beat the graduates of other colleges to the draw by getting
a little more experience at this business of accepting responsibility,
and executing to the best of our ability, any task with which we
find ourselves involved.
There are, on the Clemson campus, more opportunities for selfexpression than are to be found on any other college campus its
size in this part of the country. Besides the various fraternal organizations which are open to those who are willing to add their talents,
there are the cadet military organizations, and the student publications. It is justifiable to make the assumption that any student
now on the campus, who has any spare time which he can devote
to other than routine scholastic duties will be able to find several
vacancies in any of the student activities which are pf the most
interest to him.
While the majority of the student body was still "serving its
term" in khaki, there were a few lucky individuals who managed
to find their way back here. These few who, fortunately for Clemson, were endowed with an unusual amount of the almost forgotten
"School Spirit", continued some of the previously established organizations, and even went so far as to set the wheels1 in motion for new
undertakings. Ask yourself, "Is it fair and just that these few, who
have have devoted so untiringly their time and talents toward the
advancement of the Old School, be forced to continue their tasks,
after the school has received such a powerful injection of new
blood?". I think not, and I am sure that most of you will agree
with me.
There is little real genius among us, but there is an unlimited
supply of talent, creative ability, and power of organization. Wi^?
not contribute what you as an individual have to offer toward reestablishing an Alma Mater of which we can be truly proud? And
of those of you who will not actively participate in student activities there is one request . .s . Do. not be mislead, the student who
accept positions of responsibility are' not glory-seekers but are contributors of their time and talent toward a very worthy cause . . .
Making Clemson College a luminous spot in South Carolina and the
South.

AT A MOMENT when there is much hue and cry about
the new class cut system, it may be forgotten that this class
cut system is a most liberal one and that *l>e results of its
violation are comparatively mild when considertd with other
colleges and universities. Since its release, the class cut
system has been the chief topic of conversation in many a bull
session. It can be noted from these bull sessions that the
persons who protest the punishments of this system are those
who cannot remain in school under its provisions. The high
school graduate, sophomore, junior, or senior in college who
cannot pass the minimum number of credits designated by
the new class cut system needs to be at home anyway.
Among other protests is the one which concerns the class
cut application to freshmen. It seems that only freshmen
have one week's cuts per semester while the upper threee
classes have unlimited cuts. Clarification of this may be noted in the class cut regulations in that the adjustment for
this matter is that a freshman is only required to pass onehalf the number of credits which the upper classmen, are required to pass. The week of cuts is good in that it will keep
a close check on the students who are working and the students who are not working. If a freshman were entitled to
unlimited cuts, there would be too many unnecessary failures
due to the failure of the freshman to realize the importance
of regular class attendance and apply himself more fully.
The sophomore then, after a full year of rigid discipline as
to class cuts, should be cognizant of the importance of attending classes regularly and thus, supposedly, not cut classes
with deliberate intention.

QUESTION to the "RATS" . . . What do you expect out of
Clemson during your rat year?
H. A. Head, Jacksonville, Fla.— ( J. W. Sadler, York. . . study (?) . . . have a good
better training in leadership, fellowship, and scholastic time."
aptitude . . ."
* * »
D. J. Trotter, Sumter—
"... a knowledge of occupaF. A. Kelley, Greer—
"I .expect a helluv'a lot of fun tional opportunities to decide my
life's work."
and a few 'F's."
* * $
* * *
L. W. Corbett, Wagner—
.. W. Potter, Tampa, Fla.—
"... a lot of fun out of pep
. . . education, fun, and felmeetings . . . learn something . . .
lowship."
* * s
maybe a few 'F's."
* * $
C. C. Phillips, Blackville—
" . . being a good (?) rat . . . R. F. Ragle, Eastever—
"... Learn something . . .
an education which will be of
profit to me in the outside world." meet people . . . have fun . . .
get my dip signed, Hurrah!"
* * *
* * *
G). P. Salley, Salley—
C.
W.
Fore,
Latta—
" . . lot of fun . . . and a little
" . . . have some of the best
sense beat through my skull (?)."
times and some of the worst in
my life ..."
regrettable that many of the
A. D. Stalney, Georgetown—
* * #
veterans at Clemson live in
" . . a good educational back- C. W. Long],, Newberry—
such an untidy manner.
ground . . . make the first round
"" . . . £ basic knowledge of
All of those who are plan- on my way to B. S."
engineering."
*
*
*
* * *
ning to get in the Advanced
I. H. McCorjIe, York—
ROTC should give a great E. H. Hanna, Gilford—
"learn some' Ag . . . miss my
"... trouble with upperclassdeal of thought to the quartgirl ... have a good time."
men and learn something."
ermaster unit. Life behind a
» * *
desk is most enjoyable' com- W. L. Welch, Georgetown—
B. B. Wingard, Lexington—
pared to that in a cold fox" . . . a foundation in ROTC
" . .. study at one of the best
and my major."
hole or a burning plane.
engineering schools in the US."
Some manner of binding %rt^^%rtrtJV%rtrtrtrt^
the veterans together should
be devised immediately. Someone was saying the other day
that he didn't even know the
name of his next neighbor in
the barracks.

Thru The
Tiger's Eye
The relatively large number
of scared freshmen with their
shaved hej»ds is a nostalgic
reminder of the old school.
The rumor that there are
rats—the four legged kind—
in the eighth barracks is indeed an ugly one. It is very

Letters to

The Clemson cheerleaders
deserve a lot of praise. They
have really been trying to inject some sort of spirit into
the ..lifeless -student., body.
They stuck to their guns during the P. C. game in spite of
the lack of interest shown by
the students.
From the size and placing
of the doors in the new veterans house's it has been asked
just how are sofas and large
pieces of furniture going to
be moved into these houses.
It will really be 'wonderful
to see a decent size cadet
corps again on Bowman Field
after the pitiful looking "lost
cause" of this summer.

WHERE ARE YOU SLEEPING TONIGHT?

that Henry Frierson has his so well and find yourself right
nose lost in the clouds again. in a hole.
Oscar Says
What for, he (oscar) doesn't
know. Tsch, Tsch, such a little
that if Cary Cox were just a
time operator .
bit thinner, he would be a twin
Oscar Says
to his revered buddy "Hootchy"
the Hamp Wiggins had better Morgan.
Oscar Says
•
hustle if he expects to have a
sponsor for the Taps. It is rumthat Joe Jolly has finally been
ored that he is on his way out reamed by reality. People know
from the girl he now has in mind. all about his and Mitcham's mysOscar Says
tical escapades to the mountains.
that he (oscar) has yet to see An expose will appear in the
anything worthwhile to print next paper.
Oscar Says
about Fredrick, the businessman
Muller. It is possible that our
that it is wonderful to see all
friend Muller has lost his attrac- of the old boys back in school
tion to everything that is bad?
again. It has been pretty rough
Oscar Says
trying to find dirt on the few boys
that "Rabbit" Owens most as- here this summer. He (oscar) can
suredly lives up to his knickname now go back and harp on protegwhile drilling the platoon* His es of last year's oscar. Who was
voice is softer than a mouses ev- it? Oh yes, that Rigby guy.
Oscar nays
en.
Oscar Says
Speaking of old boys, he (osthat "Compost" Covington may car) sees that Whitehead is at it
be somebody yet if he rids him- again. Look out fellow, or he
self of embryonic actions.
(oscar) will call you down on
Oscar Says
your dirty work.
Oscar says
that he (oscar) wonders about
all the queer goings on by the
that Joe Riley's new eyes are
of sixth barracks after dark certainly becoming to his face.
means. Could it be that Cromp- He (oscar) thinks that something
ton and his crowd are doing extra should be done to hide his repracticing? Maybe so but he (os- semblance to Gravel Gertie.
Oscar Says
car) wants to know what type.
Oscar Says
that he (oscar) hates to see Bill
that he (oscar) has come to the Reasonover arrive on the scene
conclusion that our friend "Yank'' again. It will be rough concealing
Chalker is kinda sweet on the identity from such a snoop.
Oscar Says
Pendleton Maid, what with all
that Paul Ritchie has escaped
the spuring around he did when
obnoxious remarks were sent this column so far but it won't
be long now. He (oscar) is just
forth from the guard room.
Oscar Says
waiting on sufficient evidence to
that he (oscar) had to chuckle convict.
Oscar Says
over the rookiehood of Lytle and
Reese. Was certainly amusing to
that if Califf and Perry would
see such BTO's succomb to the leave this column alone after he
requirements for initiation into (oscar) hands it in, then .the public would find out the whole
the platoon.
Oscar Says
truth about these two.
-Oscar Says
that the football player's masthat if it is necessary, in folcot, Billy, know everybody, NunrJ'
shouldn't act so smart. Some of lowing Gordon Goodale's tradithese days, Nunn. you are going tion in oscar to sign off with a
to act like you know everybody pretty verse then he (oscar) quits..

CONGRATULATIONS to the CDA for their preparation
of the coming "Indian Summer Ball". An eventful .weekend
is in store for many with the climax being a huge dance to
the music of a noted band. This is your answer, fellows, to
the cry for better and bigger dance weekends with better
bands. Show your support and attend the dances so that
Clemson may have still better bands.

ffl .JrL 50PQY TOP YOU EX- <2>OK>/ t
riEQC'5 WriCQC MY BOY SCOUT TQAI!
ING>, COMES IN MANDY.

APTITUDE
There are many students who are floundering around in
courses for which they have absolutely no aptitude. They come
to Clemson either with no idea of the course which they want
to take or with hearts set on "being engineers because their
fathers wanted them to be engineers or because they just happen to like the field. So off they go to the Engine House to
waste two or three years before they find out that engineering
definitely is not for them.
For the coming semester the School of Engineering is
hopelessly overloaded with students whereas the School of Agriculture and others have a light load. How many of these
students who are working toward an engineering degree will receive it? The mortality rate will be high. Of that fact there is
little doubt. Many of these students will end up in other
courses where they should have been in the first place.
When a student enters Clemson, he should be given a profound aptitude test and he should be advised from the results
of this test as to the line of work for which he is best fitted. In
this way much time and effort could be saved for everyone concerned: THE TIGER urges that such a plan be considered.

THE CONCERT COMMITTEE is to be commended for
its tedious preparation of the eoncert series for the coming
season. Having secured a variety of musical entertainment,
the committee has at last achieved a correctness in musical
taste. In the past, there have either been too many vocalists
or too many orchestral and string performances, neither of
which have supplied satisfaction to all of the concert supporters. This year, it is evident that a well rounded and varied
musical program has been planned, thus satisfying all concerned.
Along the same lines and connected directly with the
concert series committee is another very commendable thing.
The fact that the concert committee has become cognizant
of student attendance at concerts ;is indeed an encouraging
step towards the fundamental purpose for concerts at Clemson, this purpose being to satisfy the students. This statement refers to the seating arrangement, a thing which has
a tremendous psychological affect upon students. This year
the concert committee has set aside half of the seats in the
gymn for students. In the past, students have had to stretch
their imaginations to be comfortable while sitting on the hard
benches which are ordinarily used for seats at the basketball
games. Most students take the attitude that they do not
want to go if they cannot have good seats. However if a
student had an appreciation for music he would not care
where he sat at the concert. It is evident, however, that the
student music appreciators are few and far betv^aen, thus
making it almost necessary for the concert committee to set
aside decent seats in which students may sit. It is the opinion of the writer that student attendance at the concerts this
season will be greatly increased over that of last year.

The outcome of this dance
will decide the kind of dances
that will take place here for
the rest of the semester. Those
who are dance1 enthusiasts
should support this dance by
i all means.

Tom Clemson

w^^jv^nnr.

DEAR TOM
Today, from your white chair
in front of the Main Building,
you saw a new class of freshhman
arrive and enter your college. The
majority of these men are veterans of a World War. They have
fought and lived through a conflict reaching to the far corners
of the globe. A conflict created
by open displays of injustice, intolerance and lack of understanding.
By entering your college, these
men joined a group of world citzens, who began their careers in
a like manner. Clemson's global
citizens head our state, edit our
national newspapers, and our
college advisors are diplomats in
the highest world circles, yet these
same men are closely associated
with these same red clay hills.
Tom, this class of 1950 is widly
traveled. They have seen men
brutally massacred and entire
countries destroyed because of
human greed, arrogance and misunderstanding; but have also seen
countries which complement
man's intelligence, initiative and
brotherhood. They have seen firsthand what determination and

courage could do with human
brains and well-based morals.
These men have entered an educational institution noted for developing the ■well rounded graduate. Their mental capacity will be
crammed to the brim and their
endurance will be tested in the
first few months. Yes their intelligence will grow and their initiative will be stimulated.
But,
Tom, will these men see more to
Clemson than just book pages?
Will they observe the spirit which
permeates the spreading greens?
Will they realize that the word
'Clemson' means a brotherhood;
a brotherhood based on tolerance,
justice and fellowship; a brotherhood whose members have reunited from the four corners of
the globe; reunited so that they
could capture for a few hours the ;
spirit which fill this Same campus?
Yes, these are freshmen, but in
four years they will be fullfledged graduates and let us hope |
that they will not live the coming four years without capturing I
the spirit which is not enclosed |
in text books.
Sincerely,
HENRY G. GRIMBALL
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TIGERS TAKE P.C. 39-0 BUT FALL TO GEORGIA 35-12
_ CLEMSON'S FIGHTING TIGERS fought a hard but losing battle .against the powerful air minded Bulldogs of
the University of Georgia before a record crowd of
35,000. Under the air attack of the Georgia powerhouse,.
Clemson showed real form in parts of the first and second
quarters but finally went down trailing 35 to 12.

TICMH

By JIM AUSTELL
If the Clemson-Presby.terian game did nothing else (at this
writing the Georgia game is in the future) it proved to thousands of
fans what they had been reading for the past two months—Clemson
has the greatest quant;ty of football material she's had in many seasons. Even after the game as the fans were leaving the stadium they
were asking themselves the question Coach Howard has been asking
for the same months—"Who should be the first team?"
The game also gives us a score v\ the win column which we're
certainly proud of and a lot of good experience for the new men and
men that have been out of pads for several seasons.
We were surprised at the strength of the Blue Hose. Except for
z a lack of reserves the Hose have probably the strongest line they've
had in their current history. If their passers had been just a little more
accurate there might not have been such a large one-sided score.
THANKS TO COACH McMILLAN
Thanks to Coach "Goat" McMillan, "Hootch:e" Morgan, standout
back on the 1942 freshman squad and one of the fastest men on the
present team, is back in uniform. "Hootch" quit football for a couple
days just prior to the P. C. game (exactly why we don't know) but
after a visit from Coach McMillan he decided to give it another try.
Coach McMillan takes a great interest in the individual boys and
has been a great factor in keeping a good team spirit on the' Tiger
sc^iads.
THE SAME OLD THING
After learning the hard way the stress and importance the
array and navy place on physical conditioning, especially among
officers, it is rather distressing that the commandant has made
no changes in the athletic program for the cadet corps.
Mr. Cooper of ihe "Y" is planning a nice intramural program
and is doing a lot of work on it but we know, also from experience, that only a very small percentage of men will participate
in intramurals, if there is nothing compulsory or the athletic officers have no incentive to make the men on the companies par'ticipate and Mr. Cooper can do nothing about this.
Now that the cadet corps is, in a sense, new and being reorganized
there could be no better time to initiate a worthwhile physical training
program.
We know that a student can study much better and get far more
out of his classes if he can get a little strenous exercise occasionally.
If one half the time spent by Clemson men in movies was spent on an
athletic field it would be far more beneficial.
Many Clemson men failed to receive their commissions from O. C.
S. because they could not pass the physical fitness tests and very few,
the day they entered the army, stood up to a fifteen-mile hike.
A WORTHY PROJECT
If if s possible for the veterans association to arrange for the
train to New Orleans it will be well worth the efforts of every
student to help in every way the association wishes. A lot of students
want to attend out of town games but there are always the problems
of transportation, class cuts, etc., even if the financial problem can
be solved.
A special train would go a long way toward eliminating a lot if
not all of these problems. Students would be away from the campus
a minimum amount of time and there would be transportation for
every one where- otherwise this would be almost impossible. The financial problem wouldn't be completely solved but a special train
should be cheaper even than going by automobile. .Also, and of not
the least importance, a train of nothing but Clemsonians would be
a hell of a lot of fun.
ODDS 'N ENDS: "Butch" Butler, now playing first string tailback for the Charlotte Clippers, after their game with the Detroit
Lions says they'll have to raise his pay if he plays against any more
pros .... "Hawk" Craig is playing halfback for the Greensboro, N. C.
pros. . . . There's few odds—mostly ends, so let's be off to Athens.

By Direct Remote Lines
From The Playing Fields:

For the bigger part of the first half way across the end zone for
half the Clemson Tigers made a a Clemson touchdown. Hank
real fight of the Georgia-Clemson Walker's attempted placement
game, bu tthe Bulldogs finally was partially blocked as it was
came through to show that it low. The Clemsons had scored on
had the stuff to win ball games. a 55-yard drive, only to trail 6-7,
About 35,000 spectators watch- a minute after the second quarter
ed the Tigers outplay the Bull- opened.
dogs for about a quarter, but
After a brief showing of more
they could not hold down the offensive power, Clemson was
vaunted offensive of the Georgi- forced to kick and from this point
ans. Stymied on the ground for on it was all georgia's ball game.
the bigger part of the game, the Before the half had ended the
lads from Athens took to the air Bulldogs had scored two more
to get over Clemson's staunch for- touchdowns and they started the
ward wall.
second half with two offensive
With Ail-American Trippi fair- thrusts that also ended in scores.
ly well bottled up by the hard- That was 35 points and that was
hitting Tigers, the Bulldogs took enough.
to the air with hustling Johnny
It was in the last half that
Rauch doing most of the tossing. Clemson scored. With a few beIt was Rauch who time and again lated runs the Tigers found themfaded back and completed long selves in midfield. Once again
tosses to his receivers with four Dutch Leverman faded back and
of these passes going for touch- heaved a long pass to Gage who
downs.
took it in on the 25 yard-line and
But in all this the Clemson raced over standing up. Once
Tigers showed that they also again Walker's kick was blockcould execute some deft offensive ed.
From then on the game lost
maneuvers. With powerful Gerrald "Dutch" Leverman leading all its excitement with neither
the way Clemson came back after team able to put on any long drivGeorgia's first touchdown to es. As the game drew nearer to
score its first tally in climaxing a close Clemsorjj passed more desparately with none of the passes
a 55-yard drive.
Bobby Gage intercepted Trippi's being completed for sizable gains.
long pass to give Clemson the The game ended with Georgia in
—Photograph by "Sneezy" Shealy
ball on its 45. Leverman pitched possession of the ball on ClemRobert
Gage, speedy Tiger tailback, goes around end for another long gain against
son's
15,
a 13-yarder to Moorer after MoorP. C. Gage
•
Gage was
one of several good backs who contributed to the 39-0 defeat of the
er lost five yards on a recovered
Blue Hose.
fumble. Leverman smacked the
line for a first down on the 45
as the Tigers invaded Bulldog territory.
Gage reversed to Leverman who
,faked a run and then shot a long
pass intended for C'wrk, the ball
being grounded. Leverman hit
Eddis Freeman with a pass that
Walter D. (Chip) Clark, captain
lacked inches on a first down.
On fourth down Moorer rammed of the '46 football Tigers, might
Under the supervision of Mr. all members of the council will
the line for four yards, fumbled well be termed an all-round athJ. Roy Cooper the Y. M. C. A. is be volunteers.
and Clark retrieved the ball on lete. While at Lexington, N. C.
At present the biggest problem
High School;. Chip earned three
Georgia's 30.
planning a gallor intramural
is finding the most satisfactory
Dewey Quinn squirmed through letters in football, two in basketsports program for Clemson stu- way to organize the veterans, in
center nine yards and made an- ball, two in tennis, and four in
dents this. year. Working with the order that they may receive full
other yard for a first diwn. Quinn golf. After a season as Co-Captain
President, Commandant, and ath- benefit of the program— Mr.
lugged through center for four. of Lexington's undefeated, footClemson was next penalized 15 ball team, he was selected to
letic officials Mr. Cooper is Cooper is considering organizing
them by barracks or by halls.
yards for clipping after the Tig- play in the Shrine game and was
rounding
out a program that will
The, importance of physical acers had driven 41 yards. Lever- selected as Co-Captain of the Allgive all students a chance for tivity is a point that the Y. M. Cman, who appeared to be trapped, Carolina team for his outstanding
adequate exercise and recreation A. hopes it can make the students
broke out and shot a pass to Quinn play in this game.
realize, and then give them an
Chip was' also an outstanding
who caught the ball on Georgia's
throughout the entire year.
9-yard spot, the vlay being good golfer in high school. His senior
Volley ball, swimming and touch enjoyable and convient manner of
for 20. yards. It was a sensational year he won the South Atlantic
football will concentrate on until keeping in condition.
«s—-CSJ « m>
maneuver that had the fans stand- long driving championship, finNovember and then will begin the
ished second in the North Caro- CHIP CLARK
ing and yelling like mad.
basketball tournament that has
Bobby Gage slid off tackle six lina state tournament and third
always been pooular on the campIt is unknown whether the
placing the ball only three yards in the Carolinas tournament.
Lieutenant in the Air Corps. He us. If possible an intramural box- nickname of Billy Poe, Clemson
While
playing
for
Clemson
in
from goal as the first quarter
returned to Clemson in '45 and ing tournament will be sponsored wingback, is in any way related
ended, with Georgia Leading 7-0. '42, Chip made the All State was selected as All-State end.
this winter.
to Edgar Allen's "Raven". The
Quinn spun through center a football team and the All-SouthChip not only excells on the
Mr. Cooper will work through boys call Billy "Buzzard".
yard. Leverman bored over the ern sophomore team. He left gridiron but in the class room as company athletic officers and repBulldog's left guard and drove school in '42 and served as a well. A textile engineering stu- resenatives from veterans groups
dent, he finished the summer se- who will form a student athletic
mester "with, a "B" overage. After council. If there are any students,
Theron Cook, lanky and promgraduation Chip plans to work for either vets or cadets, that arejjsing Clemson freshmanh end, has
a textile machinery company. interested in helping with the such a loose-jointed running gait
And if he shows the same hustle program Mr. Cooper will be glad that it has been referred to as
and spirit in his work, that he to see that they are appointed to an American version of a witch
the council. As far as is possible doctor's dance.
does in school, he'll make good.

Chip Clark, New
Tiger Captain
Is All-Rounder

In their first game of the '46
season, Clemson's scrapping Tigers defeated the Blue Hose of
Presbyterian College by a score
of 39 to 0. P. C. had several
good scat backs and a couple of
accurate passers, but they lacked
the power to compete with the
larger, more powerful Tigers.
Clemson showed several fine
backs in this first game and with
a little sharpening up here and
there, the Tigers may be headed
for a big year. Backs who showed
well were Bobby Gage, Gerald
Leverman, Rod Brisendine, Dewey Quinn, John Moorer, Billy
Rogers,' Dick Hendley, Jim Whitmire. Cary Cox, and Bob Martin.
Coach Howard substituted so freely that it was impossible to select any individual stars among
the linemen.
""The first touchdown came about
seve nminutes after the game's
start. The Tigers took the ball
on their own 20. After a few
runs by Gage and Quinn, Gagepassed to Freeman for 22 yards.
Miller went over tackle for five,
and Gage passed to Freeman for
the score. Cagle's kick was blocked but Gage picked up the free
ball and ran it over ffor the
score.
In the second quarter Leverman passed to Clark for 30 yards
and another touchdown. Moorer
scored a third after Phillips recovered Rollins' fumble.
Early in the third quarter Sultis, Clemson left guard blocked a
P. C. punt behind the goal line
and fell on it for six points. After
a 15 yard penalty Leverman broke
away for a .20 yard run and Moorer carried the ball over in two
plays. Leverman scored the final
six-pointed with a four-yard
plunge over right guard.

"Y" Plans Big Program DUNKLE RATES
CLEMSON 35th
In Intramural Snorts

"Nevermore"

Triple Jointed

DIXIE GAS-

Welcome All Old and New
CLEMSON STUDENTS
Get Your Clemson Pennants and Novelties

"The Power to Pass"

from

HOKE SLOAN

Presents the entire Clemson College Football Schedule
for 1946

^

Through WAIM!

There was some collar
scorching: down Columbia way
this month when Carolina
wasn't mentioned among the
perspective top forty football
teams in the nation, and the
boys who were hot under the
collar made that traditional
comeback of . . . "wait and
see."
On a two page spread in
Colliers magazine, Dick Dunkle and Lou Little placed
Clemson in the number thirty-five spot in the nation.
The rating was made upon
the basis of a pre season survey, but the two experts^ »re
known for having an eighty
per cent perfect average.
As for the conference positions . . . Clemson was spotted in fouth place; being led
by Duke, North Carolina, and
Wake Forest in that order.
Our neighbors in the Southeastern Conference saw Alabama undisputed! y rated as
tops; followed in order by
Georgia, Louisiana State, Tennessee, and Georgia Tech.

Announcing The Opening Of

BETTYS
CLEMSON'S BABY SHOP
"Everything Worthwhile For The
Growing Child"

An Old Clemson Man

Children's Wear Up To Size 16

Men's Wear Of The Better Classes

Located Behind The Bank

Be sure Ho follow the Tigers!
Schedule

WELCOME

Opening game-Sept. 21-Presbyterian College at Clemson
Sept. 27-(Night)-Georgia at Athens
October . 5-N. C. State at Clemson
October 12-Wake Forest at Wake Forest
October 24-South Carolina at Columbia
November^ 2-VPI at Blacksburg
November 9-Tulane at New Orleans
November 16-Furman at Clemson
November 23-Auburn at Montgomery
©

®

ALL CLEMSON STUDENTS
BOTH NEW AND OLD
We Have Everything In The Way Of
College Supplies And Incidentals

@

All Clemson alumni and loyal friends of the Tigers are
cordially invited to enjoy this great series of gridiron
classics, brought to you with the best wishes of

THE L C. MARTIN DRUG CO

Anderson Petroleum Co.
Frank R. Thompson, Pres. & Treas.
''Locally Owned, Nationally Known"

Anderson, S. C

P. S. McCollum, Owner

"The Official College Book and Supply Store"

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
Ice Cream

Sandwiches

Soft Drinks

Milkshakes
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Taps Pictures Will Be Taken Starting October 7th
Beauty Contest Will Be CONCERTHeld In Near Future

—Continued from Page 1
the world premiere of "Merry
Mount."
The .roles with which she is
According to Ham]) Wiggins, editor of the Taps, individual
most closely identified are those
pictures will be taken again starting Monday, October 7. Ap- of Mignon and Carmen.
Since
pointments will be made starting this afternoon at the Jew- her initial appearance as Bizet's
cigarette girl, she has, in fact estShop. The photographers will be at Clemson for approximately j ablished herself as the ranking
two weeks during which time pictures of all classes will be j Carmen of the day, leading contemporary successor to the shawl
taken.
and castanets of Galli-Marie',
Wiggins emphasized the fact Calve', Bressler-Gianoli^ Garden,
that unless almost every student and Farrar.
has his picture made for the book,
In private life the wife of
it will be virtually impossible to
publish a book that will equal or Frank M. Chapman, Jr., (her persurpass the Ail-American Tap's of sonal manager and also a former
operatic bariton), Miss Swarthout
1941, 1912, and 1943.
Last week the freshman class divides her leisure hours between
showed the same lack of interest a New York City apartment overthat was displayed last month by looking the East River and a 150The two temporary barracks the upper classes. Only three hun- year-old Conneticut farmhouse.
that are now being constructed in dred out of the six hundred fresh- She still practices a minimum of
front of the Athletic Field House men who matriculated, had their fifteen hours a week, and during
will probably be completed some- pictures made for the book.
the summer months at least five
time this fall.
The Taps beauty contest which hours a day.
Owning one of the most lustThese barracks, which will is held, for the purpose of selecthouse nearly 200 students, were ing the beauties for the year-book, rous names in musical history and
received from the Charleston will take place sometime in the enoying one of the largest inshipyards. Many barracks of this near future. Any student may en- comes ever earned by a concert
type were erected in Charleston ter a picture of a beautiful dam- singer, Miss Swarthout's perto provide rooms for shipyard sel. The student body will vote to formance here will be of particuselect the top twenty of thirty pic- lar interest to Clemson's devout
workers.
Each barrack contains rooms tures from an exhibition at which music admirers.
All regularly enrolled students
for either one or two occupants all of the pictures will be shown.
and will not be of the 50 to a Those winners will be sent to a will be admitted without charge
famous judge of beauty as yet due to the fact that they have
room type of building.
undecided who will select the final previously paid a $3.00 concert
served a better fate—the man pictures to be presented in the fee. Wives of veterans will be
, admitted upon the purchase of
parted with it for one hundred Taps.
Filipino dollars.
either a season ticket or an indi"Ever since I had the ring, it
vidual concert ticket.
was my problem whom to conUshers for the concert will be
M/SS ANNL EATHERWOOD
tact. I thought that the owner"
the members of Mu Beta Psi, Namust have left behind close kin or
tional Honorary Musical Fraterna wife who I knew would want
ity.
the ring as a priceless rememTHE LOVELY SPONSORS FOR THE INDIAN SUMMER BALL are shown above.
99
brance
of
the
one
that
they
are
Thev are as follows: Miss Devoe Holmes o t Atlanta, for Bob Potter Publicity Chairman
missing so dearly.
CDA: Mrs. F. B. Saunders of Clemson for "Bo" Saunders Treasurer CDA, Miss Sid
As strangely as I met the man
The Tiger Platoon, Clemson's
in the underbrush in the concenCane of Florence for John Brady Presiden t CDA, and Miss Ann Leatherwood of Green—Continued from Page 1
fancy drill organization, has rectration
camp,
I
met
the
instructor
ville for Charlie Cheatham. Decorator CDA. *
;
n the Engineer School at Clark ently selected 12 new members, Major; Banks, D. H.„ Master SerField. But going back to the man or "Rookies", to make a total of geant, 2nd Battalion Sergeant
Major.
who had the ring, he;was a mem- 43 old and new members.
Also Bracket, N. C, First SerThe 12 "Rookies" who went
ber of the Philippine Scouts. He
said that an American officer through a period of informal ini- geant, Company A; Anderson, D.,
whose name he forgot to ask gave tiation are: W. D. Atkinson, of First Sergeant, Company B; Millhim the . ring on surrender day Mullins; B. M. Derrick, of Irme; er, T. D., First Sergeant, Compjust before the Death March. The J. M. Ervin, of Darlington; W. M. any C; Atkinson, W. D., First
officer told him to keep the ring, Patrick, of Smoaks; B. E. Lytle, Sergeant, Company D; Deas, V. J.,
saying that since he was a Fili- of Fort Mill; H. R. Pate, of Cam- First Sergeant,, Company E; Hickpino he had a better chance of be- den; F. K. Norris, of Holly Hill; erson, J., First Sergeant, Comping spared by the Japs. I have L. H. Wilkes, of Winnsboro, Ru- any F; Liles, J. C, First Sergeant,
never again seen the man." . . After the liberation of the Phil- The.day about the last of April, dying everv day.
dolph Anderson of Greenvile; Company G; Robinson, A. B., First
At the time of his death, Sloan James Yance, of Johnston; Jack Sergeant, Company H; Pursley,
"ippines, an instructor in the En- 1942. Having ventured into a
"I was shocked to see one of the
was
assistant
chief
of
the
Air
gineer School at Clark Field, thick underbrush about some 'one men betting a ring, a big handE. Reese, of Columbia; and O. L. F., First Sergeant, Band CompManila, noticed a Clemson class and a half miles from the camp, some ring, into the game. I was Corps in the Philippines. When Wallace, of Dillon.
any.
all
the
aircraft
had
been
destroyring on the finger of one of his 1 ran into a bunch of hard-boiled allowed to take a 'look at the ring
Also Morgan, M. L., Technical
These "Rookies" were selected
ed,
the
airmen
joined
•
in
the
Filipino students. Upon examina- internees, who, seemingly un- after some grumbling from them,
Sergeant, Company A, Supply
from
junior
and
senior
ROTC
ground
fighting
and
while
retion of the ring he found that it mindful of the consequences and there it was—the Clemson
students through elimination drill Sergeant; Klettner,, S. J., Technicbelonged to Raymond Sloan of should they be discovered, were class ring of a certain R. A. Sloan. pulsmg an enemy landing on Ba- and work will begin shortly in al Sergeant, Company B, Supply
Marion, a Clemson graduate in playing in a crap game. Some six The man who was betting the teau Sloan was killed.
Sergeant; Yonce, J. E., Technical
While at Clemson Raymond was preparation for a series of ex- Sergeant, Company C, Supply
the class of 1940. The story be- or eight emaciated human forms, ring said that he /needed money
hind the ring was told by the whose days on this earth were badly for medicine. (One tablet well known on the campus as hibitions this fall. The Platoon, Sergeant; Kelley, C. R., Technical
which is under the leadership of
Filipino in a letter to Sloan's numbered, playing a crap game of sulfathiazole cost from eight to "Soph." He was a member of the W. H. "Rabbit" Owen will drill Sergeant, Company D, Supply
Taps
staff
and
the
CDA
and
was
in restricted territory! Perhaps fifteen Filipino dollars in the
mother.
a cheerleader. He was the first at Columbia during the half of Sergeant; Hay, S. L., Technical
. . . "The place was the Tarlac they considered themselves al- camp). After some coaxing and Clemson man and the first South the Clemson-Carolina game for its Sergeant, Company E, Supply
Sergeant; Herndon, H. L., TechConcentration camp on Luzon. ready dead, what with hundreds protestations I said the ring de- Carolinian to be killed in the war. i first appearance.

Thurmond First Tiger
ecome Governor

0 ciAW

Work On Temp.
Barracks To Be
Ended In Winter

ger Platoon
Selects Twelve
New "Rookies

MILITARY-

Class Ring Of 1st. Clemson War
Fatality Has Interesting Story

—Continued from Page 1
earnestness to completing their
studies at Clemson that they gave
to their naion iif time of war.
The demands for college graduates have been tremendous. It
seems to me the future offers
unlimited1 and definitely encouraging opportunities for those who
are privileged to leave Clemson
with a well-earned diploma. Men
with character, personality, persistence, and wisdom are what
the state and nation are seeking.
If you so apply yourself while at
Clemson that your record will exemplify these traits in unmistakable qualities then the pride, hope
and faith of your parents and the
faculty will be fullfilled.
R. F. POOLE,
President

VESPERSContinued from page one—
sonThurmond, a Clemson graduate
of the class of 1923, will speak
lege Y. M. C. A. this coming sea2 P. M. and 6 P. M. on November 3, General Parks of Greenville, a Clemson graduate of the
class of 1918, will speak at 2 P.
M. and 6 P. M. on October 6.
Mr. J. P. Hpllis of Greenville,
Superintendent of the Parker District Schools, will be the speaker
in the Y. M. C. A. auditorium at
on September 29.

J. Strom Thurmond's nomination to be the next governor of
South Carolina marks the first
time that an alumnus of Clemson
has been accorded this honor. The
governor-elect has been teacher,
administrator, legislator, jurist,
soldier, and last but not least one
of Clemson's most loyal and earnest supporters.
A native of Edgefield county,
Thurmond was graduated from
Clemson in 1923, in horticulture,
While at Clemson, he was president of the Calhoun Literary Society (at that time one of the
college's outstanding activities)
and a member of the track and
cross-country teams. Upon graduation he taught school and was
Superintendent of Education in
Edgefield county. Later Thurmond was elected State Senator
from that county and read law
in his father's office. His election
to the bench of the 11th Circuit
Court followed and he held this
position until the outbreak of *he
war at which time he resigned to
enter the army.
Governor-elect Thurmond served with distinction in the army
and was awarded numerous citations including the Legion of
Merit, Bronze Star, and Purple
Heart. D-Day in Normandy saw
him land by glider in the first
attacks. After the cessation of
hostilities in the European Theatre, Thurmond served in the Phillipines.
After his military leave of absence, Thurmond returned to the
bench until he resigned to enter
the governor's race which he won
by an overwhelming majority.
According to "Uncle Jake"
Woodward, Clemson's alumni secretary, South Carolina's next governor was the most energetic and
successful president that the
Clemson Alumni Association has
ever had. The wish that ended
Strom Thurmond's write-up in the
1923 Taps has really come true.
It read: "May success ever be
yours, Strom, old boy."

20-30 Prefabs Now
Being Delivered Each
Week To College
On September 20, the college
received 50 prefabricated houses
from C. M. Guest and Son, contractors, and beginning with September 30 the college is to receive from 20 to 30 houses each
week. ,
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Photo Supplies and Equipment
We take this opportunity to wish each and everyone of you much success, and also extend a very
cordial invitation to all to visit our new. modern
store.

PHOTO FINISHING
ONE DAY SERVICE

JOHN B. LEE
PHOTOGRAPHY and RECORDS
120 E. Benson

Anderson, S. C.

Phone 1063
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Anderson
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"I AM A CLEMSON MAN"
PM
330
510
515
530
630
635
730
730
750
825
1000
1045
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820
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755
755
810
910
910
1000
1020

He will render you every possible' service

Carolina Stages, Inc.
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man

1020
1050

Hamish Turner
Class of 1929

TRAVELING TIME IS PRECIOUS TIME
Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS

Your interests are his

